Achievements & Recognitions
Domaine Béranger
Pouilly-Fuissé
‘Press Highlights’

2018
• 92 Pts. Vinous, Oct.. 2019
“Pale, shimmering gold. Oak-spiced nectarine and pear scents show fine detail and pick up hints of
woodsmoke and lemon curd as the wine stretches out. Supple and broad on entry, offering sappy orchard
and pit fruit, vanilla and floral flavors that tighten up slowly and pick up a bitter quinine nuance on the
back half. Conveys a seductive mix of power and energy and finishes very long and precise, with a
lingering vanilla note and resonating florality.”
• 92 Pts. – James Suckling, Nov. 7, 2019
“Aromas of honeysuckle, sliced apples and limes follow through to a medium body, tight and focused fruit
and a flavorful finish. Drink now.”
2017
• 92 Pts. James Suckling, Dec. 21, 2018
“This is tight and very focused with hay, dried-apple and papaya character. Vivid acidity. Medium body.
Driven finish. Lovely example of this appellation. Drink or hold.”
2016
• 92 Pts. James Suckling, Feb. 18, 2018
“Sliced cooked apples and lemon rind with oyster shell. Hints of straw. Medium-bodied, dense and
focused. Pretty. Drink now.”
2015
• 93 Pts. James Suckling, April 13, 2017
“This is structured and rich with lovely density, richness and depth. Full-bodied yet always bright and
vibrant. A pretty example for this appellation. Drink now.”
• 90 Pts. Wine Enthusiast, November 2017
“Full and rich, this single-estate wine is generous and ripe. Spice and yellow fruit flavors are right up front,
giving the wine generosity. Good balancing acidity offers the lift the wine needs. Drink now.”
2013
• 92 Pts. “Editor’s Choice” Wine Enthusiast, #95 - TOP 100 WINES December 1, 2015
“With noticeable wood flavors, this sophisticated wine is smooth, rich and creamy. It has enough fruit to
sustain all this toast, giving a wine that has a fresh line that runs right through it, passing apples and fresh
apricots on the way.”
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